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The purpose of this study is to analyze the influence of solvability ratio, market
ratio, inflation and interest rate on stock return of company LQ-45 listed in
Indonesia Stock Exchange. The population of this study is the companies included in the LQ-45 index in the listing on the Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period 2015-2016 amounted to 90 companies. Data analysis in this
research used multiple regression. The results showed that the variable
solvabilities proxied with debt to equity ratio have a negative and significant
effect on stock returns. The market ratio variable is proxied by price to book
value have the positive and significant effect on stock return. The market ratio
variable is proxied by price earnings ratio has the positive and significant effect
on stock return. This means that any increase in the percentage of market value
proxied by price earnings ratio will increase stock return. Inflation variable has
a negative and significant effect on stock return. This means any increase in
inflation will reduce the stock return, and interest rate variables have a positive
and significant effect on stock returns.
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Abstrak
Tujuan penelitian ini menganalisis pengaruh rasio solvabilitias, rasio pasar, inflasi,
dan suku bunga terhadap return saham perusahaan LQ-45 yang terdaftar di Bursa
Efek Indonesia. Populasi dari penelitian ini adalah perusahaan yang termasuk ke dalam
indeks LQ-45 yang ada di listing di Bursa Efek Indonesia selama periode 2015-2016
berjumlah 90 perusahaan. Analisis data dalam penelitian ini menggunakan regresi
berganda. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa variabel solvabilitias diproksikan
dengan debt to equity ratio berpengaruh negatif dan signifikan terhadap return saham.
Variabel rasio pasar diproksikan dengan price to book value berpengaruh positif dan
signifikan terhadap return saham. Variabel rasio pasar diproksikan dengan price earnings ratio berpengaruh positif dan signifikan terhadap return saham. Artinya setiap
kenaikan presentase nilai pasar diproksikan dengan price earnings ratio akan
meningkatkan return saham. Variabel inflasi berpengaruh negatif dan signifikan
terhadap return saham. Artinya setiap kenaikan inflasi akan menurunkan return saham
dan variabel suku bunga berpengaruh positif dan signifikan terhadap return saham.
Kata Kunci: Inflasi; Suku Bunga; Rasio Pasar; Rasio Solvabilitias; dan Return Saham
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The capital market has a big role for the economy
of a country because it runs two functions at once,
economic function and financial function. The capital market is a call to have an economic function
because the capital market provides facilities that
bring together two interests those who have excess
funds or parties who will invest funds (investors)
and parties that require funds such as companies
(issuer).
LQ-45 shares are liquid stocks with high market capitalization, high trading frequency, growth
prospects, and good financial condition, not fluctuating. Objectively selected by IDX and is a safe stock
owned because the fundamental performance of the
stock is good, so regarding risk group LQ-45 stock
has the lowest risk than other stocks. Price fluctuations in the LQ-45 stock group tend to be smooth
making the return from capital gains not as high as
in the stock group experiencing significant price fluctuations. The growth value of LQ-45 index price
index for 2014-2016 period indicates that in 2014 LQ45 stock price index is 898.581, 2015 is 792.033, and
in 2016 is 767.904. The results indicate that the LQ45 stock price index from 2014-2016 has decreased,
this condition indicates that although LQ-45 stock
is a good performing group, there is still uncertainty
about the return received by the investor that appears from the fluctuation of stock return shown by
the decline in stock prices.
Investors who will invest by buying shares in
the capital market will analyze the company in advance so that investments made can provide profit
(return). Return of shares is one of the factors that
motivate investors to invest and is also a reward
for the courage investors bear the risk of investing
in it. From the company side, improving financial
performance is considered a positive signal about
the company’s growth in the future, because it is
interpreted as a profit to be obtained from investment decisions taken by the company. Although
there cannot always be interdependent with investment decisions, funding and dividends in the

company’s financial management
(Purnamasari, Kurniawati, & Silvi, 2009).

policy

There are several factors that influence stock
return, both macro, and microeconomics. Macro factors exist both economic and non-economic. Macroeconomic factors are detailed in several economic
variables, such as inflation, interest rates, exchange
rates, foreign exchange, economic growth rates, international fuel prices, and regional stock indexes.
Non-economic macro factors include domestic political events, social events, legal events, and international political events. Meanwhile, microeconomic
factors are detailed in several financial ratios.
Solvency ratio is a ratio that indicates the
company’s assets ability to pay its long-term and
short-term liabilities. Analyzing the financial statements from the solvency side can affect investor
expectations that ultimately affect the index movement. Solvency ratios can be measured by debt to
equity ratio (DER) reflecting the ability of the company to fulfill all its obligations indicated by what
part of its capital is used to pay the debt. DER also
provides guarantees about how much company debt
secured its capital. DER will affect the company performance and cause the appreciation and depreciation of stock prices. The use of debt will make the
risk borne by the shareholder’s will increases. When
there is an increase in debt amount in absolute, it
will decrease company solvency level, which will
have an impact on the decline in the value (return)
of the company’s stock. The study on the effect of
DER on stock returns are performed by Sari &
Hutagaol (2009), and Firmansyah (2016) found evidence that DER influences stock returns. The different results are shown by Yarnest (2010), Afinindy
& Budiyanto (2017), and Wijaya (2017) found evidence that DER does not affect stock returns.
In addition to solvency ratios, other ratios that
affect stock returns are market ratios. It used to
measure the value of stocks proxied with price book
value and price earnings ratio. Per share book value
or price to book value (PBV). Market to book or
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PBV is the market ratio used to measure the stock
performance market prices on the stock book value.
The higher the PBV ratio of a company indicates,
the higher the investor’s assessment of the company.
If the stock market price increases then the capital
gain (actual return) of the stock also increases. This
is because the actual return is the difference between
the stock prices of the current period with the previous stock price. The results of the study on the
effect of PBV on stock returns were performed by
Sharma (2011), Srinivasan (2012), Malhotra &
Tandon (2013), and Almumani (2014) concluded that
book value per share had a significant impact on
stock return. Different results are shown by Khairi
(2012), Kurniawati, Sari, & Dewi (2012), and Yarnest
(2012) states that PBV has an insignificant effect on
stock returns.
Another ratio that affects stock return is price
earnings ratio (PER). It can provide investors with
information about past company performance and
prospects. PER information indicates the amount of
rupiah to be paid by an investor to earn one rupiah
of company earnings. PER indicates the price of each
one of the company’s Rupiah earnings. In addition,
it is also a measure of the company’s stock relative
price (Tandelilin, 2010). The PER ratio reflects the
company’s profit growth. The higher this ratio, will
higher the profit growth expected by the investor.
Companies with high PER indicate companies
have low risk, growth from high expected dividends
and companies expected to have average growth
with high dividend payout. Research on the effect
of PER on stock price is done by Stella (2009), Sia &
Tjun (2011), Srinivasan (2012), Zuliarni (2012), and
Rahmi, Arfan & Jalaluddin (2013), concluded that
PER effect on stock return. Different results shown
by an empirical study conducted by Carlo (2014)
concluded that PER does not affect the stock return.
In addition to microeconomic factors, macroeconomic factors can contribute to stock returns.
According to Halim (2013), prudence in investing
should be a concern for investment risks can be mini-

mized and get the expected return, therefore investment decision not only requires information about
the condition of the company but also the economic
conditions of a country. Investors need to verify
the macroeconomic conditions in the form of macroeconomic factors in investing in public companies
in BEI, due to the strong relationship between macroeconomic environment conditions and performance in the capital market (Tandelilin, 2010). This
is due to the overall macroeconomic conditions will
affect the economic activities of society, entrepreneurs, investors and company performance (Halim,
2013).
Inflation is the prices tend to increase in general and continuously. Inflation can be sorted between permanent and temporary. The rate of core
inflation is the rate of inflation caused by the increasing pressure of demand on goods and services
(aggregate demand) in the economy. High inflation
rates usually occur due to overheated economic conditions.
Nugroho (2008), Dwita & Rahmidani (2012),
Triaryati (2014), and Karim (2015), concluded that
inflation has a negative and significant effect on stock
returns. The negative relationship between inflation
with the stock return because of inflation news will
impact on the stock return because high inflation
will decrease the profitability of company so that
company stock return will be affected. Different
results shown by Kurniadi (2013) found that the inflation rate did not affect the stock return.
In addition to inflation, macroeconomic factors that can be contributed to stock return are SBI
rates. The interest rate is the amount of money paid
in return for the use of borrowed debt. For banks,
interest is the highest income component. From the
total income received by the bank, most of it is obtained from interest on the loan. High-interest rates
can lead to high volumes of community savings
(Koostanto, 2013). The higher interest rates offered
by banks encourage people to save more. Conversely, low-interest rates, both lending rates, and
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savings rates will have a decrease in the desire of
the public to save, while for the company this condition is very profitable because the company can
take credit to increase capital or investment with
low-interest rates. Thus, interest rates will have a
negative impact on stock returns logically
(Koostanto, 2013).
An increase in interest rates will be very influential for capital market participants. The fluctuating and tend to increase SBI interest rates will affect the movement of the real sector reflected by
the movement of stock returns. Due to rising interest rates, the owners of capital will prefer to invest
their money in the bank rather than investing in
stocks. Hancocks (2010) and Satoto & Budiwati
(2013) concluded that interest rates have a positive
effect on stock returns. Different results shown by
Koostanto (2013) and Mudji & Rahayu (2003) indicate that the interest rate has a negative effect on
stock returns.
The diversity of previous research results related to microeconomic variables such as debt equity ratio, price to book value and price earnings
ratio and macroeconomy such as inflation and interest rate in influencing stock return, this study
aims to examine the influence of solvability ratio,
market ratio, inflation and the interest rate on the
return of LQ-45 shares listed in Indonesia Stock
Exchange (IDX).

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
DER reflects the company’s ability to fulfill
all its obligations indicated by what part of its own
capital is used to repay debt. It also provides guarantees about how much debt the company secured
its own capital. DER will affect the performance of
the company and cause the appreciation and depreciation of stock prices. Sari & Hutagaol (2009) and
Firmansyah (2016) found evidence that DER affects
stock returns. Based on the result of empirical study
this research hypothesis as follows:

H1:

debt to equity ratio significant effect on stock
return

PBV is the market ratio used to measure the
stock market performance prices on the book value
of a stock. Sharma (2011), Srinivasan (2012), Malhotra
& Tandon (2013), and Almumani (2014) concluded
that book value per share has a significant impact on
stock returns. Based on the results of empirical studies the research hypothesis is as follows:
H2:

price book value has a significant effect on
stock return

PER can provide investors with information
about past company performance and future prospects.
PER information indicates the amount of rupiah to be
paid by an investor to earn one rupiah of company
earnings. Stella (2009), Sia & Tjun (2011), Srinivasan
(2012), Zuliarni, (2012), and Rahmi, Arfan, & Jalaluddin
(2013), concluded that price is earning ratio effect on
stock prices. Based on the results of empirical studies
the research hypothesis is as follows:
H3:

price earnings ratio has a significant effect on
stock return

The higher inflation will lower the company
profitability level. The decline in company profits is
bad information for traders on the stock market
causing a decline in stock prices in the company.
Dwita & Rahmidani (2012) and Karim (2015), concluded that inflation has a negative and significant
effect on stock returns. Triaryati (2014) concludes
that the negative relationship between inflation and
stock return on inflation news will have an impact
on the stock return because high inflation will decrease the company profitability so that the stock
return will be affected. Based on the results of empirical studies the research hypothesis is as follows:
H4:
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The interest rate is the amount of money paid
in return for the use of borrowed debt. The higher
interest rates offered by banks encourage people to
save more. Conversely, low-interest rates, both
lending rates, and savings rates will have a decrease
in the desire of the public to save, while for the company this condition is very profitable because the
company can take credit to increase capital or investment with low-interest rates. Thus, interest rates
will have a negative impact on stock returns logically. Hancocks (2010) and Satoto & Budiwati (2013)
concluded that interest rates have a positive effect
on stock returns. Different results shown by Mudji
& Rahayu (2003) and Koostanto (2013), they showed
that interest rates have a negative effect on stock
returns. Based on the results of empirical studies
the research hypothesis is as follows:
H5:

interest rate has a significant effect on stock
return

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4+ b5X5 + e
Information:
Y: stock return
b: standardized coefficient beta
X1: debt to equity ratio
X2: price to book value
X3: price earning ratio
X4: inflation
X5: interest rate
e: error
Hypothesis test used to test the effect of debt
equity ratio, price to book value, price earning ratio, inflation, and the interest rate on stock return.
This hypothesis was tested based on t value analysis, the result from multiple regression models. The
hypothetical formula mathematically is as follows:

METHODS

H0: = 0,

The analysis unit in this study is 90 companies included in the LQ-45 index in the listing on
the IDX for the period 2015-2016, with the following criteria: (1) the company listed on the Stock Exchange and entered in LQ-45 in a row from the period 2015-2016; and (2) issuance of financial statements as of December 31 continuously during the
study period. Sampling is done by saturated sampling method.

means that debt equity ratio, price to
book value, price earning ratio, inflation
and interest rate do not have a significant influence on stock return and i = 1,
2, 3, 5

Ha: 0,

means debt equity ratio, price to book
value, price earning ratio, inflation and
interest rate have a significant influence
on stock return and i= 1, 2, 3, 4

The operational variable definition is a research element that tells how to measure a variable
that allows researchers to collect relevant data for
that variable. The variables in the study are presented in Table 1.

Where the significance level is a= 5 percent
and with degree of freedom (k) and (n-k) where n
is the number of observations and k is the independent variable. Then the t-statistic is defined as follows:

The method used to determine the effect of
debt to equity ratio, price to book value, price earnings ratio, inflation and interest rates on stock return used multiple regression analysis. Equation
model in this research are:

t  statistic 

i
Se i

Information:
i

= regression coefficient

Se i = standard error regression coefficients
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Based on the significance level = 5 percent,
if t-statistic > t-table then Ho is rejected, and Ha accepted or if the probability value (Sig.) T < 5 percent then Ho rejected and Ha accepted. It means that
the debt equity ratio, price to book value, price earnings ratio, inflation, and interest rates have a significant effect on the return of LQ-45 company’s
shares listed on the IDX.

RESULTS
Multiple linear regression analysis is used to
see the effect of whether there was the influence of
solvabilities variables proxy with debt to equity ratio, market value proxies’ premises price book value
and price earnings ratio, inflation, and interest rate
to stock return. The results of multiple linear regression analysis were performed with Statistical

Table 1. Operational Definition and Variable Measurement
Variable
Definition
Dependent Variables
Stock returns
Return on investment within a certain period. The
return consists of capital gain (loss) which is the
deviation in profit (loss) from the current share price
with the share price of the past period. The traded
stock price is used to calculate the actual return.
Independent Variable
The ratio used to measure how far the company's
Solvency/
Leverage Ratio
assets are financed by debt. It means how much debt
burden is borne by the company compared to its
assets. Proxy solvency ratio is the Debt Equity Ratio
which shows the relationship between the number of
long-term loans granted by the creditors with the
amount of equity capital provided by the owners of
the company.
Market Ratio
Market ratios are useful ratios to measure a company's
ability to provide returns or rewards to the investor,
especially investors in the stock market. Market ratio
proxy is:
Price to Book Value is one of the market ratios to
measure stock market price performance on the book
value
Price earning ratio shows the comparison between the
stock price in the market or the offered prime price
compared to the revenue received.
Inflation
Inflation is represented by the inflation sensitivity
which is the rate of the influence of inflation changes
on the firm in a certain period. Inflation sensitivity can
be seen from the amount of beta coefficient (β)
inflation of each company.
Interest rate
Interest rates are represented by the interest rate
sensitivity which is the rate of the influence of interest
rate changes on the firm within a certain period.
Interest rate sensitivity is seen from the amount of
beta coefficient (βi) interest rate of each company.
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Measurement

 P  pit 1 
Rit   it

 Pit 1 

DER=  Long Term Debt 


 StockHolders Equity 

Price per share 
PBV= 
 Book value per share 


PER=  Stock Pr ice 
 Earningpershare 



Yi = a + βi Inflation + e
Yi is the company's net sales, while βi is the
inflation sensitivity.
Yi = a + βi Interest rate + e
Yi is the company's net sales, while βi is the
Interest Rate
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Package for Social Science (SPSS) 17.0 for windows,
as shown in Table 2.
F test in this research is used to test the accuracy or research model significance. Based on the
research results obtained value of F is 5.258 with a
probability value of 0.000 and significant at alpha
(a) 5 percent (0.05). It means that solvabilities are
proxied by DER, the market ratio is proxied by PBV
and PER, and inflation and interest rates deserve to
explain stock returns. The prediction of the regression model (R2) formed in this test is 0.262. These
results indicate that the solvability is proxied by
DER, the market ratio is proxied by PBV and PER,
inflation and interest rates have a contribution to
stock return is 26.2 percent, while the remaining 73.8
percent is influenced by other variables outside the
model.
Based on Table 2 it can be explained that the
value of t-statistic for the variable solvabilities
proxied with the debt to equity ratio (X1) is -3.858
with coefficient of -0.488 and has a significance value
0.000 smaller than the statistical significance at = 5
percent H 0 which means that the variable
solvabilities proxied with debt to equity ratio has a
negative and significant effect on stock return.
The value of t-statistic for the market ratio
variables proxies with the price book value (X2) is
2.056 with the coefficient value 0.246 and has a significance value 0.043 smaller than the statistical significance at = 5 percent, thus rejecting H0 which

means that the ratio of market ratio proxies with
price book value has a positive and significant effect on stock return.
The value of t-statistic for the market ratio
variables proxies with price earnings ratio (X3) is
2.344 with coefficient value 0.283 and has a significance value is 0.022 smaller than the statistical significance at = 5 percent, thus rejecting H0 which
means that the market ratio variable proxy with
price earnings ratio has a positive and significant
effect on stock return.
The value of t-statistic for the inflation variable (X4) is -3.064 with the coefficient -0.344 and has
a significance value is 0.003 is smaller than the statistical significance at  = 5 percent, thus rejecting
H0 which means that the inflation variable has a negative and significant effect on return stock.
The value of t-statistic for the interest rate
variable (X5) is 2.846 with the coefficient value 0.335
and has a significance value is 0.006 smaller than
the statistical significance at = 5 percent, thus rejecting H0 which means that the variable interest rate
has a positive and significant effect on return stock.

DISCUSSION
The Effect of Debt to Equity Ratio on Stock
Return
Based on the results of the inferential statistical analysis, there was evidence that the solvency

Table 2. Recapitulation of Results of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Research Variables
Debt to equity ratio
Price book value
Price earnings ratio
Inflation
Interest Rate

Standardized
Coefficients
-0.488
0.246
0,283
-0.344
0.335

R : 0.512
R Square: 0.262
F value : 5.258
Prob. F : 0.000
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t

Prob.

Description

-3.858
2.056
2.344
-3.064
2.846

0.000
0.043
0.022
0.003
0.006

Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
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proxied by DER had a negative effect on stock return. In other words, any increase in DER percentage will decrease the stock return. The results of
the analysis also showed that DER could give an
idea of the capital structure owned by the company
so that it can be seen the level of unpaid risk of
debt. It also showed the level of company debt, companies with large debts have large debt costs as well.
This is a burden for companies that can lower the
level of investor confidence. Investors tend to avoid
stocks with high DERs. When there was an increase
in debt in absolute, it will decrease company solvency level, which will have an impact on the decline in the value of the company’s return.
DER is the proxy used to measure company
performance from solvency aspect. DER is the ratio
used to assess debt with equity and can provide
general guidance on the feasibility and financial risk
of the company. Investors tend to avoid stocks that
have high DER value because high DER values reflect relatively high company risk. The results of this
study reinforce previous studies conducted by Sari
& Hutagaol (2009) found evidence that DER influences stock returns.

The Effect of Price Book Value on Stock Return
Based on the results of inferential statistical
analysis obtained the evidence that the variable
market ratio proxies with price book value have a
positive effect on stock return. PBV which the ratio
between stock prices to book value. If a company
has a PBV above 1 (> 1), then the stock price of the
company is valued higher than the book value that
describes the company’s performance is getting better in the investors perspective. Thus the higher the
PBV then the stock return will increase. If the stock
market price increases then capital gains from the
stock also increase. This is due to the actual return
of capital gains is the difference between the stock
prices of the current period with the stock price of
the previous period.

For investors, PBV of a company is one of the
considerations in determining its investment strategy. The high company PBV ratio will be able to
generate high returns for investors. With noticed
the variable PBV information’s is expected investors get the return in accordance with the expected,
in addition to the risks faced. The results of this
review reinforce previous studies conducted by
Sharma (2011), Srinivasan (2012), Malhotra &
Tandon (2013) and Almumani (2014) concluded that
book value per share has a significant impact on stock
returns.

The Effect of Price Earnings Ratio of Stock
Return
The analysis of financial ratios in this study
was also seen from the market valuation ratio as
illustrated by Brigham & Houston (2009) which
market ratios as the ratio that correlates the firm’s
stock price to its earnings, cash flows, and book value
per share. This ratio can provide management indication of what investors were thinking about past
performance and prospects. This market value ratio was proxied by PER. Based on the results of inferential statistical analysis obtained evidence that
market ratio variables proxies with price earnings
ratio have a positive effect on stock returns. PER is
a comparison between the market price of a stock
and the EPS of the stock concerned. PER is a ratio
that compares the price per share, which are usually circulated by earnings per share.
The higher PER indicated that the stock price
was rated higher by an investor on the earnings per
share so that the higher PER also shows more expensive the stock on the earnings per share. Firms
with high PER usually have a high growth rate opportunity, which causes an investor’s interest to buy
a company’s stock that can increase stock prices. The
increase in stock prices will be responded positively
by investors because they will get capital gain which
is one component of stock return, therefore indicat-
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ing that PER will have a positive influence on stock
return. The results of this study reinforce previous
studies conducted by Stella (2009), Sia & Tjun (2011),
Srinivasan (2012), Zuliarni, (2012), Rahmi, Arfan, &
Jalaluddin (2013), concluded that PER effect on stock
return.

The Effect of Inflation on Stock Return
Based on the results of inferential statistical
analysis obtained evidence that inflation has a negative effect on stock returns. Inflation showed a condition whereby an increase in general price flows
whose measurement may use a change in the consumer price index (CPI). The increase of inflation
rate did not favor by the capital market because it
will increase production cost which has a negative
impact on price and income. Also, the high inflation
rate indicated that the investment risk is quite large
because high inflation will reduce the rate of return
from investors. Tandelilin (2010), stated that inflation is a tendency to increase the price of the products as a whole. High inflation reduced the level of
real income that investors get. Conversely, if a
country’s inflation rate declines, therefore, it is a
positive signal for investors related to declining
purchasing power risk and risk of declining real incomes. The results of this study reinforce the previous review conducted by Triaryati (2014) concluded
that negative relationship between inflation with
stock returns due to inflation information would
impact on stock returns because high inflation will
reduce the company profitability so that it will effect on the company stock return. Nugroho (2008),
Dwita & Rahmidani (2012), and Karim (2015), in
their research, concluded that inflation has a negative and significant effect on stock return.

The Effect of Interest Rate on Stock Return
Based on the results of inferential statistical
analysis obtained the evidence that interest rates
have a positive effect on stock returns. The interest
rate is the money paid in return for the use of bor-

rowed debt. An increase in interest rates will cause
a decrease in stock returns and vice versa. In the
face of an increase in interest rates, shareholders
will hold their shares until the interest rate returns
at a normal level. Conversely, if long-term interest
rates increase therefore shareholders tend to sell
their shares because of high selling prices. The change
in the interest rate causes a change in the interest
rate imposed on security. Rising interest rates causes
in investors being able to withdraw their investments in capital markets and move their investments
in savings or deposits. The results of this study reinforce the previous review conducted by Mudji &
Rahayu (2003) and Koostanto (2013), they showed
that the interest rate has a negative effect on stock
returns.
An important finding of this research that
micro-economic factors as factors that can be controlled company, an indicator of the growth of financial performance to generate profits. The better
micro-economic factors, investors are increasingly
retaining ownership in the future. If it happens continuously (sustainable), therefore it can raise the
stock price and increase the stock return. On the
other hand, macroeconomic factors contribute in
creating investor preferences to invest in capital
markets. Positive changes in this factor, prompting
investors to maintain their investment so that the
impact on the increase in stock prices and raise the
stock return.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusion
This study examines the effect of solvabilities
variables proxied with debt to equity ratio, market
value is proxied by price book value and price earnings ratio, inflation and interest rate on stock return. Based on the results of the research found that
solvabilities proxied with debt to equity ratio have
a negative and significant effect on stock return; it
means that every increase of the percentage of solvability in proxy with debt to equity ratio will de-
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crease stock return. Market ratios proxies with price
book value have a positive and significant effect on
stock return, it means that every increase of market
value percentage proxies with price book value will
increase stock return. Market ratios proxies with
price earnings ratio have a positive and significant
effect on stock return; it means that every increase
of market value percentage proxies with price earnings ratio will increase stock return. Inflation has a
negative and significant effect on stock return. It
means any increase in inflation will reduce the stock
return. Interest rates have a positive and significant
effect on stock returns; it means that any increase in
interest rates will increase stock returns

Suggestions
In the operation implementation, the company
should reduce the proportion of funding from debt

Akuntansi Universitas Udayana,
7(1), 150-164.
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